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Ways to Create a  
Safe and Supportive Environment

in Your Classroom and School

❏ Recognize the importance of “connectedness”
❏ Think “Win-Win” to accommodate the need for 

power and autonomy
	 ❏ Offer choices within limits
	 ❏ Use boundaries with positive consequences
	 ❏ Follow through without making kids “wrong”
❏ Acknowledge positive behavior (instead of relying 

on praise and conditional approval)x
❏ Make success possible for all students
❏ Teach the way they learn
❏ Pay attention to social and emotional cues
❏ Build problem solving and self-management skills
❏ Take Care of Yourself
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A multi-dimensional approach to 
building success, achievement, and 

cooperation

Learning Styles and Needs 
(Body and 
Brain)

Academic Success
(Planning, Placement)

Power Dynamics,
Discipline, and Behavior 

Management

Social Behavior 
and Interactions

Emotional Issues
and Support

Classroom climate and relationships are key!
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Children at Risk
These two lists were originally developed to focus on patterns observed in children (and in their 
families) as possible predictors of the child’s vulnerability for substance abuse and addiction, 
including alcohol, tobacco, and other addictive substances and behaviors. While these children 
would certainly come under the heading of being “at risk,” this list has expanded over the years to 
also include children who are at risk for school failure, dropping out, gang involvement, early (or 
unprotected) sexual activity, violence, and vandalism, as well as those children who are at risk for 
perfectionism, overachieving, compulsive behavior, social vulnerability, food and body issues, inten-
tional self-injury, and suicide.

sense of entitlement

-

bullying, abusiveness, hostile behavior

irrelevant
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-
form, lack of knowledge)

other risk behavior

many kids who would not relate to several of the items on this list. The presence of many risk factors does 
not condemn students to negative or dangerous outcomes, nor does the apparent lack of these character-

described above are typically at greater risk than students who do not, especially those who receive support, 
encouragement, and necessary intervention.

Family patterns and adult behaviors of at-risk children may include:

-

-
ing thinking, disempowering, martyrdom, intolerance, future or past orientation, negativity, criticism, 
boundary violations, self-righteousness, denial, or enabling.

-
ceed there)

-
rette for the adult)

basis for shaming, blaming, attacking, or making someone wrong.
-

tive labels: “the smart one,” “the popular one,” or “the cute one.”

as appearance, achievement, social competence, performance, or how well the child takes care of the 
adult’s needs, (rather than on unconditional worth of the child)

Adapted from numerous sources, including Creating Emotionally Safe Schools, by Dr. Jane Bluestein (Deer-
-

-
spondences from workshop participants, as well as personal observation and experience. This page has been 
excerpted from http://janebluestein.com/2012/children-at-risk/
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Survival and Adaptation Strategies of Children at Risk:

Family Roles
Roles adopted to create safety in a troubled (or even non-supportive) family can be carried into adult 
relationships, impacting effectiveness socially and professionally.

Adapted from Choicemaking by Sharon Wegscheider Cruse, (Health Communications, Inc., 1985)

Type of adult 
child may 

grow up to be 
(with help)

successful and 
healthy.

-

can take risks.

-
-

resourceful.

people skills.

Type of adult 
child may 

grow up to be 
(without help)

marries a depen-

suicide, use of 
stimulants.

Alcoholic or 

and/or prison.

alone or promis-

undeveloped 

can’t say no.

Compulsive 
-

on the verge of 

on appearance or 
external valida-
tion of worth.

Role in family 
system

Provides self-

someone to be 

compensates for 
parents’ dys-
functionality or 

makes the family 
“look good.”

Takes the heat off 
the dysfunctional 
parent: “See what 
he’s
me alone!”

Relief for the 
parents (and 

child no one 
worries about.

provides fun, 
humor.

How the child 
feels

confused, guilty, 

never being or 
doing enough. 
May doubt worth 

even with much 
approval.

Hurt and aban-

totally inad-

-

Unimportant, 
not allowed to 

worth.

-

unimportant.

Visible Traits

Behaviors)

or “little man.” 
Always does 

needs everyone’s 

much fun.

Hostile and 
-

drawn and sul-

troublemaker.

-

drifts and floats 

not be missed for 

ignored.

-

for a laugh or 

learning disabili-

appear indifferent.

Mode of 
survival

assumed)

FAMILY 
HERO

(Super Kid)

SCAPE-
GOAT

(Trouble-
maker)

LOST 
CHILD
(Invisible 

Child)

MASCOT
(Class 

Clown)
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The School as a Dysfunctional Family
or the Legacy of Industrial-Era Thinking

(Destructive, Counterproductive) (Constructive, Productive)

Authenticity

 

accountability
Conscientiousness, awareness
Admitting, confronting, courage, awareness, 

clarity
Responsibility, support of others (within 

boundaries)
Interdependence
Integrity, trust, honesty
Concern, respect for others
Advocating for the individual
Healthy communications

Complexity

Willingness to live with conflict and paradox

Ability to view and grasp multiple dimensions 
of a concept

Persistence, patience

Context
Attention to everyone
 
Diversity of values (appreciation, accept) 

Oversimplification

need for simplicity

a concept to most simplistic (if incorrect) 
dimensions

Surface changes
Tunnel vision 
Attention to extremes (trouble makers, gifted, 

popular kids)

Impression Management

need for approval, fear of being judged, 
fear of lawsuits

Denial, damage control
Ignoring, enabling, dismissing, excusing 

Blame, need to fix (or be fixed)

Dependence, codependence

Disregard for others, inconsideration
Protecting the system

munications, triangulation

From  by Jane Bluestein, Ph.D. (Deerfield Beach, FL: Health Com-
munications, Inc., 2001).
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Proactivity

Prevention orientation
“Get connected.” 

Networks, relationships, shared power
“Selling,” securing buy-in

Inspires seeking satisfaction, other positive 
outcome

Asking, asserting what you want
Relies on commitment
Creating opportunities, making things better
Promises
Congruence: behaviors and policies support 

goals

Abundance Thinking

Cooperation, synergy

Willingness to drop or change destructive tra-

Acceptance, tolerance
Tolerance of diversity, variety

Creative uses of resources, availability of 
resources

Unconditionality
Absence of double standards

Reactivity

Crisis orientation
“Get tough.” 

Hierarchies, power-down, control
Commanding, ordering
Punitive orientation
Inspires avoidance of punishment, penalty or 

other negative outcome
Controlling
Relies on rules, punishment
Complaining, blaming, “fixing”
Threats
Incongruence: mismatched goals and behav-

Scarcity Thinking

Competition
Resistance to change
Attachment to tradition for tradition’s sake 

(whether it makes sense or is good or not)
Judgments, discrimination
Uniformity
Suppressing

Conditionality
Double standards

Product Orientation

Telling (arrogance, I know what’s best)

Hypocrisy (incongruence between goals and 
behaviors/beliefs/policies)

Teaching according to curriculum
Past/future orientation 

Blocked awareness (to control)

Process Orientation

Cohesiveness (multidimensional, holographic)
Asking (trusting, may not know what’s best)
Goals
Complex, multi-dimensional
Congruence (modeling, consistency)

Teaching according to need 
Present orientation (in context of goals, eye 

to future)
Guiding, trusting
Communications (to build commitment)
Correcting, solving problems
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Values, Priorities, and Motivators 
-

ity, permanence, security (rigid roles)

and adult’s reaction

Skills: Student Behaviors that are Encouraged or Rein-
forced

 
pleasing, asking permission, compliance, dependence

Authority Relationships

-
ceived as a threat to adult authority

power
-

erative, teacher-pleasing behavior

Discipline Goal: Controlling Students, Disempowerment

to act independently or self-manage

Needs of the Economy: What Businesses Want

that tasks/assignments would not vary much in one 
job description

Values, Priorities and Motivators

-

Skills: Student Behaviors that are Encouraged or Rein-
forced 

Authority Relationships

may be offered

respect everyone’s rights

rights, consider everyone’s needs

Discipline Goal: Student Self-Control

independently or self-manage

Needs of the Economy: What Businesses Want
-

nication skills, creative thinking (“outside the box”) 

ability to multi-task, shift gears, change to shifting 

attitude.”

What is school usually like for kids with 
“vision and attitude” and other skills 
desired by the 21st-century workplace?

Industrial Age
(Traditional Classroom)

Information Age
(Win-Win Classroom)

Adapted from The Win-Win Classroom, by Jane Bluestein, Ph.D. (Corwin Press, 2008). 
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Motivating Cooperative Behavior
Win-Lose approaches that can compromise the emotional safety of the classroom:

POWERING: Win-Lose

Strategies:

 violence

Dynamic/Outcomes:

 or at least minimal cooperation to avoid being hurt in some way. Passive learning.

approval or the need to “save face.”

Boundary Issues: 

Effectiveness: 
 Can be effective in getting short-term cooperation from compliant students. Cost to 

PERMISSIVE: Lose-Win

Strategies:

 motivate cooperation through guilt, by being “nice”

Dynamic/Outcomes:
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Boundary Issues: 
 General lack of boundaries, unclear boundaries based on differences between teacher’s under-

standing and students’ understanding (“Be good.” “Clean this area.”), ambiguous boundar-
ies, or boundaries with built in loop-holes (using warnings, asking for excuses, etc.)

Effectiveness: 

 of adult-student relationship HIGH.

Win-Win approach that does not compromise the emotional safety of the classroom:

COOPERATIVE: Win-Win

Strategies:

worked for you?

they do assignments, or choices about where, when, how, or with whom to do particular 
activities

Dynamic/Outcome: 

limits and power within those limits

chance to mess up.
-

ment in which the teacher is still the authority

Boundary Issues: 

Effectiveness: 
 Best possibility for success of all configurations of authority 

From The Win-Win Classroom, by Jane Bluestein, Ph.D. (Corwin Press). Original in Parents in a Pressure Cooker, 
by Jane Bluestein and Lynn Collins(Modern Learning Press, Rosemont, NJ, 1989).
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Motivation & Response  
Strategies and Tools

Effective/Safe

with students

and encouraging friendship and inter-

positive outcomes or con-

to privileges and activities
-

gy in the classroom
-

ity to not take students’ behavior per-

willingness to attack problems, not 
people

valuing them as people

-
its)

students can understand them)

withdrawing or withholding privileges 
when infractions occur

Ineffective/Unsafe
-

ness
-

nity and interpersonal skills among stu-
dents

wrong

people-pleasing behavior)

assumptions about students’ under-
standing or about how they process 
information

delaying follow through with warnings 
or asking for excuses 

Adapted from Becoming a Win-Win Teacher by Jane Bluestein, Ph.D. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Publishing, 
2010) from two chapters on effective and ineffective (and dangerous) strategies for dealing with student behavior.
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Motivation & Response Strategies and Tools (cont’d)

(Effective/Safe)

-
dents information about what they 
need or need to do to be successful 
(get what they want)

emotional experiences

-
rence (agreement) with students’ emo-

of behavior

-

the way kids learn

behavior

adults (administration, parents) 
informed

problem)
-

ior from achievement

(Inffective/Unsafe)

or situation
-

lating

telling kids how to solve problems

anger or disapproval

violence against student

for students’ academic needs or abili-
ties

how students process information

they do not see in you

intervene negative student behavior

from students who misbehave

Adapted from Becoming a Win-Win Teacher by Jane Bluestein, Ph.D. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Publishing, 
2010) from two chapters on effective and ineffective (and dangerous) strategies for dealing with student behavior.
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Student Behavior Profiles

Adapted from by Jane Bluestein, Ph.D. (Health Communi-
cations, Inc., Deerfield Beach, FL, 1993).

Behavior

Descriptor

Focus

Goal

Responsibility

Power Play

Power Tools

Feelings

Costs

Stays Safe by

Boundaries

Rebellious, Defiant, Dis-
obedient 

Self-Centered

My needs

Having my own way no 

little connection between 
behavior and outcomes

 
win-lose

isolation

Difficulty expressing feel-
ings in constructive, non-
violating ways

Relationships

Not needing you, not 
caring

concerned

Self-Abandoning

Your needs (or my need 
to look like I’m more con-
cerned with your needs)

Avoiding conflict and 

seeking

victim, having few choices

lose-win

-

passive-aggressiveness

vulnerable to tolerance 
breaks, can be explosive.

disapproval, be disappoint-
ment or leave)

-
cerned

Cooperative

Self-Caring

My needs and your needs

Getting what I want with 
a minimum of conflict and 
inconvenience for others

Responsible for own 
-

ing choices and power

win-win

ability to identify personal 
-

ity to make you a deal you 
can’t refuse.

Not necessary to use feel-
ings to manipulate, hurt or 

-
ings in non-hurtful ways

May create conflict with 
authoritarian or manipula-
tive people. Can threaten, 
upset or alienate people 
with weak or no boundar-
ies.

Identifying and expressing 

(Probably feels pretty safe 
to begin with.)

respects others’ boundaries

Options available with 
All-or-Nothing Thinking

An Alternative
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Guidelines for Offering Choices
needs and preferences. 

 
to perform a particular behavior he is not currently demonstrating. 

intervening negative behavior or reinforcing performance, growth and existing positive behavior. 

it or else.”

-
ple-please by choosing the right option or reading your mind. Make sure there are no wrong choices: 

finished.) 

“Select a meaningful learn-
ing activity,” leaves you open for some pretty broad interpretations. Instead, define choices with clear-
ly-stated limits. “Select one meaningful learning activity from the five on the board” is much easier 

options or that the limits are too broad or unclear. 

 asking him to choose within a certain amount of time (after which you get to help him choose). Be 
patient. Some young students and well-conditioned order-takers need time and practice to develop 
confidence in their ability to choose.

by making the options more complex.

-
dent to make a choice and stick with it, make that clear when you present the available options. Reas-
sure the students that they can “try again later (or tomorrow or next week).” 

-
ate an alternative assignment, for example) whenever possible. Clear limits are especially important in 

they act.

them your concerns and ask if they can come up with another 
idea. (Stating s is a terrific way to get this message across without 
attacking the student.) Reiterate your criteria if necessary. If some-
thing is just plain non-negotiable, say so, but help the student 
look for acceptable options available within those limits.

Adapted from The Win-Win Classroom: A Fresh and Positive Look at Classroom Management, by Jane Blues-
tein, Ph.D. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, 2008). 
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5 Characteristics of a Good Boundary*
Clarity: Boundaries are clear, specific and clearly communicated. They work best when you have the 

example, “I’ll read for the last 10 minutes of class as long as you’re quiet.” (or, “. . . if your desks are 
cleared.”)

Win-win: Boundaries respect and consider the needs of everyone involved. They attempt to create ways 
“You can take another library 

book home as soon as you return the ones you borrowed last week,” or “I want to hear about this prob-
lem. I’ll be free to give you my full attention as soon as I give the reading group their assignments.”

Proactivity: Boundaries work to prevent problems and are typically expressed before a problem 
“You can use this equipment 

as soon as you can demonstrate how to use it correctly.” “Let’s stay quiet in the hall so we don’t disturb 
any of the other classes.”

Positivity: The most effective boundaries typically focus on the positive outcomes of cooperation. 
They are also expressed positively, as promises rather than threats or simply as information (with the 
implication that the positive outcome is available, for example, until a certain time or under certain 

“If you do your homework 10 days in a row, you can have the 11th day off 
(or do for extra credit),” or “The art center closes at 2:00.”

Follow through: 

mean. It increases the likelihood that your students will take you seriously when you ask for what you 
want, and it improves the chances that they will cooperate as well (if it’s really the only way they can 
get what they want).**

*Boundaries are tools for building cooperation in relationships, for letting others know what you want and for letting 
them know which options are available to them (for getting what they want). Set boundaries when you want behav-
iors to change and wish to avoid negative, stressful behaviors such as nagging, yelling, threatening or punishing to 
get what you want. Whether you use boundaries in relationships with children or other adults, the characteristics of 
boundaries and dynamics of boundary setting are the same.

patience, faith, consistency and courage!

 ☛ The Power of Positive Consequences
Sounds like: 

“If you do this, you can…” 
“When you finish, you can…” 

 “As long as you (comply with this condition), you can…”

Benefits of emphasizing positive consequences:

Based on information from  by Jane Blues-
tein, Ph.D. (Deerfield Beach, FL: Health Communications, Inc. 1997) and The Win-Win Classroom, also by Jane 
Bluestein, Ph.D. (Corwin Press, 2008). 
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Ingredients of Effective Adult-Student Relationships:

Success Orientation
Needs: Success, dignity, purpose, potential, confidence. 

The willingness to accommodate a variety of student strengths and 
intelligences, learning styles and modality preferences. The ability to help 
a student succeed by giving appropriate information and clear directions, 
setting and communicating boundaries, offering opportunities to choose 

giving opportunities to self-manage (to increase behavioral success).
  

starting where the student is rather than simply “covering content.”
 

The ability to teach (or work with kids) in present time 
(according to a student’s current needs rather than 

the anticipated demands of future teachers or grade levels). 
 

The willingness to differentiate instruction, -

willingness to present information more than once, explain something in 
a variety of ways or offer additional practice when necessary.

 
The willingness to encourage progress and raise the bar as achievement 

warrants. Alternative to unrealistic expectations, misunderstandings, 
instruction or environments poorly matched to student’s needs, and “set 

ups” for failure or passivity.

Remember: “Fair” does not mean “same.”
21st Century (Win-Win) Definition:

Fair = Equally Appropriately Challenged
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The “Ideal” Student
Traditional classrooms tend to favor students with the following characteristics or strengths:

leg (see figure, below left). Note: Students who are right-brain dominant, full sensory limited 
(all functions right-dominant, as in figure, below right) may be at the greatest disadvantage.

  *  Can handle highly-structured environment (seated in chairs, sitting up straight, not   
rocking or fidgeting)

linear, traditional form)

  *  High in adaptability, persistence, regularity
  *  

and procedures.

membership in highly-valued groups or teams, for example) to be relevant in certain instances  

Ways to reach more students:

Gestalt Dominant

 
“Nearly all the ‘dropouts’ of society 

have learning styles different from their 
school’s main teaching style.” 

Gordon Dryden
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Working with Sensory 
and Modality Strengths

Verbal Ability
Strong Verbal

(difficulty paying attention)

Verbal/Communications Limited
May need more time to think, respond 

 
in other ways

the class or “on the spot”

Visual Ability
Strong Visual

 
even under stress

(ex: scenery, lighting, color, texture)
 

or being shown
  Need eye contact, need to see speaker
  Do well with maps, charts, diagrams

Visually Limited

May look away from teacher or close eyes to con-
centrate 

 
Auditory Ability
Strong Auditory

under stress

(ex: dialogue, sounds)

May process with self-talk, inner voice
-

tions) or not look at speaker

Auditory Limited

May close eyes to concentrate, turn dominant ear 
toward speaker  

info avail, 
allow to create mental image

Kinesthetic Ability
Strong Kinesthetic

-
ence (ex: action scenes)

agi-
tated, restless when movement is restricted)

if kinesthetic needs are not met  
(especially if movement is restricted for a long 
time)
Provide kinesthetic outlets (ex: playing with string, 

(non-kinesthetic, listening) activities 

Kinesthetically Limited
-

-
ment
Work from their strengths

Keeping Modality Channels Open

channels shut down under threat)
-

ous parts of the brain

whenever possible (ex: saying and writing 
directions)

-
ing anyone else)

-
tion (options you can live with, options that 
will not disturb other learners)
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Conditions with ADHD “look-alike” symptoms

(lack of novelty, relevance, choices or autonomy)

or auditory input, or a tendency to be distracted by details).

These conditions are often misdiagnosed and treated as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. This information 
comes from a variety of sources as reported in  by Jane Bluestein, Ph.D. (Deerfield 
Beach, FL: Health Communications, Inc., 2001) with additions to this list as suggested by readers and workshop par-
ticipants. (Many workshop participants and email correspondents have added to this list. Check Website under Hand-
outs for Educators for an up-to-date listing.)
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Some Kids Really Do Study Better When...
There are several ways to change or maintain our level of alertness and attentiveness. Even if your 
study habits are different from your children’s, it is possible that they will be able to concentrate 
and learn by using some of the following options. Watch for consistency of completion and quality of 
work. If either start to drop, remember the phrase, “This isn’t working,” and be willing to suggest 
other strategies! (Think “trial-and-error” and stay positive!)

The Myth of the ADD Child, 
  suggests that some kids are more focused and less hyperactive when 

  or obscene” lyrics.)

  some individuals)

  the chair at your child’s desk or work space

  underside of desk)
 

Many of these suggestions have come from various occupational therapists, physical therapists, 
kinesiologists, and special education teachers, among others. Their sources include research, books 
and workshops focusing on the needs of non-traditional learners, as well as contributions from 
workshop participants and website visitors.

For more information, see The Win-Win Classroom (Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, 2008) 
and Creating Emotionally Safe Schools: A Guide for Educators and Parents (Deerfield Beach, 
FL: Health Communications, Inc., 2001). both by Jane Bluestein, Ph.D. 
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Dealing with Feelings (or Problems)
Nonsupportive responses to children’s feelings and problems:

Responses that attempt to make the feelings go away
Dynamic: 
children’s feelings.

Outcomes: 

Dismissing/Minimizing
 “That’s nothing to be upset over.” “That doesn’t mean anything.” “So she called you a camel. 

Big deal!”

Excusing
 “She didn’t mean it.” “He didn’t know what he was saying.” “She must be having a bad day.” 

“Well, you know, her parents are going through a divorce.”

Denying
 “Oh, you don’t really feel that way.” “There’s no such thing as monsters.” “People shouldn’t 

hate their brothers.”

Distracting
 “But you’re so good in your other subjects.” “Things could be worse.” “You’re lucky you have 

a brother.” “You think you’ve got problems.” “But his parents are so nice.” “Cheer up! This is 
the best time in your life!”

Medicating

distract children from their feelings: “Just get busy.”

Responses that make the child wrong for having feelings
Dynamic:  
shame triggered by child’s feelings.

Outcome: 

Attacking/Shaming
 “I told you this would happen!” “Don’t be a sissy.” “You’re so ungrateful!” “Nice boys don’t 

hate their sisters.” “You’re just too sensitive.” “How could you be so stupid!”

Blaming
 “What did you do to her?” “Well, if you had just studied!” “Of course it died! You never 

changed the water!” “That’s what happens when you overeat.” 

Challenging
 “Why does that bother you?” -

ings are legitimate/getting adult’s approval for feelings)
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Enmeshing
 “Well I never had a problem with math.” “So now you know how I feel.” “Your problems real-

ly give me a headache.” “That wouldn’t bother me.”

Responses that attempt to fix it or make it better

Dynamic: Makes adult responsible for child’s problems, allows adult to feel important.

Outcome: 

Commiserating
 “Ain’t it awful.” “Well, he’s a jerk anyway.” “You don’t need her anyway.” “You’re so 

unlucky!” (Unlike validating, commiserating can imply a certain amount of powerlessness or 
victimhood. It is not supportive or particularly comforting and rarely what the person wants 
to hear.)

Rescuing
 “Here. Let me see those math problems.” “OK. You can have the car again next weekend if 

you have a good enough excuse for breaking curfew.” “Look, I’ll talk to your teacher about it.” 
“That’s OK. I’ll pay those insurance premiums.”

Advising
 “Go study and you won’t feel so scared about that test.” “Tell her how you feel.” “You know if 

you cut your hair and lost five pounds you wouldn’t feel that way.” “Just ignore her.”

Creating a Safe Emotional Environment

they may need to intervene in hurtful behaviors.

others.

feelings, especially anger or frustration. In a non-conflict time, discuss and present options 

Having a stuffed animal or picture they can talk to when you’re not available. Being able to 

a run, hitting a pillow, tearing up paper, or going down the hall for a drink of water and a 
chance to catch their breath!)

feelings or problems to show that person love.

and supportive to communicate that a child’s feelings are heard, respected, and taken seriously 
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them to protect a critical, guilt-ridden, or over-reacting adult.

communications, teach children to mistrust their own feelings and perceptions, and interfere 
with the development of their problem-solving capabilities.

Supportive Alternatives for 
Dealing with Other People’s Problems and Feelings

Get clear on your role

give solutions or to help them find their own?

 Listen 
 Maintain eye contact, with minimal or no talking

Distinguish between feelings and behaviors
-

ings are never right or wrong.

Accept
 Avoid judgmental, shocked, disappointed words, looks, body language. Avoid making others 

wrong for their feelings.

Validate

that gives children permission to have feelings.

Maintain your boundaries

child’s feelings or problems by trying to fix the situation, cheer them up (fix them), or by res-
cuing or advising.

Provide and encourage healthy, non-hurtful outlets for feelings (and meeting needs)

Ask—don’t tell

is ready to access the part of the brain that deals with cognitive functions, help him find solu-
tions to his own problems, think about options available, anticipate probable outcomes. This 
process puts you in the role of facilitator or guide. A great alternative to advice-giving!

Model and teach conflict-management 
 If necessary, model and teach conflict-management  Demonstrate non-destructive ways to 

Leave the door open for future discussion.

Adapted from  by Jane Bluestein, Ph.D. (Health Communica-
tions, Inc., 1993.) Also appears in Dr. Bluestein’s latest book, 
Classroom Management (Corwin Press, 2008).
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Alternatives to Advice-Giving: 
Ask, Don’t Tell 

Sample Questions to Build Responsibility & Problem-Solving Skills

T help 

of “asking
giving kids advice that encourages independence and 

no particular order and will neither be relevant nor 
appropriate for every child or situation you encoun-
ter. Read through the list for ideas and to “ground” 
yourself in the process. Use what works for you. 

want to note ideas that work. 

a particular problem on the child, almost like throw-
ing a ball back to him, over and over, even though it 
will almost always seem easier to just catch the ball 
(the problem) and run with it yourself. Remember, 
you want to get a dialogue going, one in which your 
students do most of the talking and you do most of 
the listening. You want to help them get a better 
grip on what’s going on in a particular situation, 
and to determine what they want, which options are 
available (and won’t create additional problems) and 
what they’re ultimately going to try to make it bet-
ter or make it right. 
 This process is only as good as your ability to 
listen and respond to what you’re hearing. Be care-
ful that you don’t simply run down this list (or 
some other), bombarding your child with a series 

the pro-
cess is! 
 So next time one of your students trusts you 
enough to come to you with a problem, watch the 
tendency to offer solutions or advice. Try this pro-
cess and watch how smart your students can be!

Some Sample Questions
What happened?
What would you like to happen next?
What do you think will (or might) happen next?
How do you think you’ll feel later (or afterwards)?
How would you feel if that happened to you?
What have you tried so far?
What’s worked for you in the past?
What else could you try?
What kind of back-up plans do you have if that 

doesn’t work?
What have you tried that’s worked with this per-

son?
What have you tried that’s worked in similar situ-

ations?
What are you risking by doing that?
Is it worth it?
How can you take care of yourself in this situa-

tion?
How would you like him/her to treat you?
What do you plan to say?
What seems to work for the other kids?
If you had a magic wand, how would you make 

this turn out?
What do you think the other person wants?
What have you just agreed to?
Will that create any problems for you?
Will that create any problems for anyone?
What if you change your mind?
What else might you try?
What have you learned from this?
What are you going to do the next time you’re 

tempted to do that?
How are you going to avoid this problem in the 

future?
How are you going to prevent this problem in the 

future?
Is this helping?
How important is it for you to (pass this class, get 

the part, stay in this relationship, make the 
team. . .)?

Adapted from a still-to-be-published booklet entitled 

Proactive Parenting: Creating Great Relationships with 
by Jane Bluestein, Ph.D. (I.S.S. Publications, 

Albuquerque, NM.)
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What are you willing to do to (pass this class, get 
the part, stay in this relationship, make the 
team...)?

What will happen if you don’t (pass this class, get 
the part, stay in this relationship, make the 
team...)?

How will you know if that’s a good choice?
What would you have to do differently to make 

this work?
What are you willing to change?
How can you find out?
What questions do you have?
How do you think you might handle this the next 

time it occurs?
What do you wish you could say to this person?
Do you want the situation to change?
How do you want the situation to change?
Are you willing to consider other options?
What will you do the next time you run into him/

her?
What does this person want you to do to make 

things right?
What might you propose as an alternative?
What will happen if you get caught?
Would you like to talk about it?
Would you like to talk to someone else about this?
Can you live with that?
What are you being blamed for?
What parts of this situation are beyond your con-

trol?
What parts of this situation are within your con-

trol (or influence)?
What are the limits (or criteria or deadlines) in 

this situation?
How much time do you need to decide?
What if you’re OK the way you are?
What would that sound like?
How are you going to follow up on this?
When are you going to follow up on this?
What do you wish this other person would do?
If the situation doesn’t change, how can you take 

care of yourself?
What bothers you the most about this situation?
What do you like best about this person?
Do you want to solve this problem?
Do you need more time to think about it?
Do you want me to leave you alone?

Other questions:

How I will remember to ASK (or just 
LISTEN!) the next time I’m tempted to 
give advices

Problem Solving Strategies
•	Deal	with	affect	(emotional	hijacking)	
first.	Don’t	try	to	solve	problems,	or	
ask	kids	to	solve	problems	when	
they’re	upset.	(They	can’t	access	
the	cognitive	parts	of	the	brain	until	
they	calm	down.)*

•	Help	student	get	rational.	Breathing	
or	relaxation	exercises;	walking	or	
going	to	get	a	drink	of	water;	Brain	
Gym	(especially	“Hook	Ups”)	can	
help.

•	Encourage	Problem	Solving:	ASK—
Don’t	Tell.	(See	examples	at	left.)

•	Help	student	assume	responsibility	
for	solutions.	This	can	not	happen	
if	we	tell	the	students	how	to	solve	
their	problems.

•	Help	students	explore	options,	pos-
sible	outcomes	(more	questions).

•	Model	conflict	prevention	skills	
(good	boundary-setting	language;	
asking	directly	for	what	you	want;	
not	blaming	or	asking	others	(par-
ents,	principal,	counselor)	to	solve	
your	problems.

*Telling	them	to	“Calm	down”	usually	has	the	oppo-
site	effect!
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Ways to Improve the School’s 
Social Culture

immediate, positive action 
(regarding how kids treat one another).

skills and positive attitudes/beliefs about others 
(rather than simply punishing violators).

of certain students over others.
all students, holding a wider range of 

possible contributions in high regard.)
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Ways to Increase Positivity in School

  they’ve done right and teach them the rest.)

  errors, flaws, omissions, etc.)

 communicated when we “walk the talk,” modeling  
 behaviors, language, tone, attitudes we want from kids.)

 outcomes of their cooperation or performance

Consequences = POSITIVE outcomes 
 everything else is punitive, even if logical. Really.)

 talking about the student being good or making you
 happy, use a 2-part statement which:

“You brought your library
  book back!”

 
  “Now you can take another one home.”  
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Guidelines for 
Reinforcing Positive Behavior

and strengthen already-existing behaviors. Avoid attempting to use reinforcement before the desired 
behavior has occurred. (Use different strategies to motivate the student to initiate a desired behavior 

intervene a disruptive behavior 

-
tery can appear manipulative even to a young or needy student. Such messages are superficial at best 
and will not contribute to the student’s genuine sense of self-worth.

reinforce Bobby (and may, in fact, back-fire if Bobby isn’t happy about the attention), promising con-
ditional approval to others when they, too, sit. 

reinforcers intended to maintain a particular student behavior and genuine expressions of appreciation, 
affection or enjoyment of your students. In a win-win classroom, behaviors such as a smile, touch, nod 

-
sions of conditional approval or caring. Although they may sometimes be used as reinforcers, such 
behaviors may also appear randomly, regardless of the student’s performance or behavior, as expres-
sions of appreciation or affection.

-

useful for motivating behavior that has not yet been demonstrated). Reinforcements may be effectively 
communicated in either oral or written form.

describe the behavior that took place. Be specific and concrete 
and avoid making judgments about the behavior or the worth of the student.

connects the 

it may be appropriate to state the positive outcomes in terms of their ben-

outcome is positive and meaningful. Avoid projecting your own feelings 
and values, which may or may not be relevant to those of the student, or 
suggesting how the student should feel.

-

correct or improve the rest.

strength, mechanical skill, and ability in math and the sciences) more 
-

students, be aware of any tendencies to promote stereotypes.

Adapted from The Win-Win 
Classroom, by Jane Bluestein, 
Ph.D. (Thousand Oaks, CA: 
Corwin Press, 2008). 
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Success with Students’ Parents
to know what’s happening in school, how their children are doing and how they, the parents, can help. 
They tend to be far more enthusiastic and positive in their support when they feel informed and included, 
when they feel welcomed in our classrooms, and when their interest in their children’s well-being is respect-

complain of a lack of contact unless there’s a problem. If this has indeed been the case with the parents of 
your students, imagine how effective a more positive approach can be! Here are a few ideas that might help: 

how you want work done, when assignments are due, or other boundaries or follow-through inten-

-

Maintain regular positive contact. Best bet: A weekly progress report that focuses on responsible learn-
ing behaviors necessary for success in the classroom. (Sample below.) Having the students (or one 

that these reports work best when we only mark the skills that had indeed been demonstrated (only 
positive marks, rather than “grading” each skill) and when we make sure that each student gets at least 

“Doing great in math!” “Self-control is improving.” “Great sense of humor!” “Very helpful and car-
ing with other students.” “I love teaching your child.” The little time you put in will pay off in a big 
way.

about something special that happened or something that you noticed. These contacts don’t need to 
take more than a minute. Pick one class that really needs a lot of encouragement. Attempt to get back 
to the parents of each 

all students in some way during the course of the year. Tell about new projects, 
guests, field trips or special events. You might also include reviews of parenting resources, parent-
ing tips and ideas, and/or excerpts from 

websites (be sure to 
reference them correctly).

go home or, better yet, have someone else 
check for spelling, punctuation, grammatical 
and even format errors. Make sure your cor-
respondences reflect your care and profes-
sionalism.

Based on material in Dr. Bluestein’s books, Being a 
Successful Teacher (Fearon Teacher Aids, Frank 
Schaffer Publishing, Torrance, CA.) and The Win-
Win Classroom (Corwin Press, 2008.) 

 
 Name    For week of:

 Takes care of materials

 Is caught up on all homework assignments 

 Is caught up on all seatwork assignments
 
 Says “please” and “thank you”

 Raises hand before speaking

 Signed
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expertise in some area. 

-
onstrating behaviors that are interfering with her potential success in school, get in touch with the 
parents right away. Don’t allow yourself to be placed in the embarrassing position of having to explain 
why you didn’t contact the parents until the behavior became enough of a problem to affect the stu-
dent’s grades, progress or placement.

report what happened. Watch your tone and any tendency 
saw—rather than trying to interpret or  the child’s 

intent. 
leave parents feeling defensive, protective, shamed, anxious, angry or resentful. 

When reporting an incident watch the tendency to suggest that this is the parent’s problem or demand 
that they solve it for you. Best bet: Describe the problem and how you plan to deal with it. You might 
ask for input or suggestions, but avoid asking the parent to “talk to 
to follow up in a few days (and then make sure that you do). Remember, if you’ve been maintaining 
positive contact, regularly sharing what the child has been doing well and building a positive, respectful 
relationship with parents all along, you’re much more likely to find them much more supportive when 
there’s a problem.

-
edge against the parent by using jargon or talking down to him or her.

 
to care more about the student than the parent does.

keep your actions and interactions professional.

speak loudly. Acknowledge the parent’s anger as well as how important it is for you to hear what he or 
she has to say. If you need to, suggest going to an appropriate place for this kind of discussion. -

sive or making 
the parent wrong for being upset. If you feel the least bit threatened, make sure to include (or call for) 

is not 

happened at home. It is neither appropriate nor necessary for you to withhold privileges for events 
you did not witness, although you 
can suggest resources or classes for 
parents who are having problems and 
seem open to receiving such informa-
tion.

-

parents in which you have shared impor-
tant information or discussed a student’s 
progress or behavior. Note the date, the 
purpose of the call, the parent’s response 
and the outcome. Alert administrators  
to problems you may be having. Also 
make a note to follow up as necessary 
and then do so.
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Focus on What They’re Doing Right

 they’ve done right and teach them the rest.)

 errors, flaws, omissions, etc.)

something

the solution, resisting the urge to ask parents to correct the 
child’s behavior.

regular basis before there is a problem that would affect the 
child’s grade, promotion, or graduation.

center with books, audio 
and video materials, 
handouts, links, etc. 
Be sure materials are 
accessible (language, 
reading level, grade level) 
for the population.

 
 Name    For week of:

 Takes care of materials

 Is caught up on all homework assignments 

 Is caught up on all seatwork assignments
 
 Says “please” and “thank you”

 Raises hand before speaking

 Signed
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Guidelines for 
Handling Negative Behavior

Think prevention. Although no one can predict every possible opportunity for disaster, many prob-
lems can be avoided by taking the time to anticipate what you and your students will need, consider-
ing any possibility for misunderstandings or difficulties and setting very specific limits ahead of time. 

or value conflict, or is the student’s behavior actually interfering with the teaching or learning process?

Attack the problem, not the person. Mentally separate the student from the behavior. It’s the interrup-

involved!) Staying calm can help you avoid compounding the problem at hand. A brief pause can also 
allow the student to resolve or correct the problem behavior on his own.

-
ality behind the misconduct.

“Wait. This isn’t 
the way I want to handle this.”
perspective.

behavior patterns in the presence of negative or disruptive student behaviors. Regardless of our com-
mitment to maintaining a positive, win-win environment, there will be times we will most likely slip 
up and say or do something hurtful or destructive. At 
those times, be careful to model responsible language and 

“You make me so angry,” or “If you hadn’t done that I 
wouldn’t have said that to you.” If you act or speak in a 

for cooperation, building in incentives and motivators. This 
is a proactive and positive approach that will eliminate many 
of the incidents that arise when students are competing for 
power. 

neutral as possible. (A statement like “This isn’t working” 
can help you intervene decisively without attacking or criti-

 

Adapted from The Win-Win Classroom: A Fresh and Positive Look at Classroom Management, by Jane Blues-
tein, Ph.D. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, 2008). 
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ceases: “You may return to the group as soon as you can control your talking,” “You can continue 
playing with this game as soon as you finish cleaning up the area you just left.”

him know when it will be available again: “Please return to your seats. Let’s try (working together) 
again tomorrow,” or “Please put the puzzle back on the shelf until you

 finish your seatwork.”

behavior with the student.

your students could benefit from the administration or support staff (counselor, school psychologist, 
social worker), invite them to conduct or participate in these activities. These individuals may also be 
available to discuss particular problems and help you brainstorm possible win-win solutions, and will 
be especially helpful when you can provide documentation and don’t attempt to dump the responsibil-
ity for the problem on them.

“How can we both get 
what we want?”

Intervention Strategies
Behavior

Intervention 
Strategy

Goal

Process

Caution

Productive
(Positive, Desirable)

Positive Reinforcement/ 
Recognition

Maintaining existing 
behavior, improving the 
likelihood of behavior 
recurring on its own

1. Describe the behavior
2. Connect to positive 
outcome 

Avoid praise that con-
nects behavior to worth. 
“I really like you 
when...” “You’re good 
because...”

Avoid praise that rein-
forces dependence on 
approval: “I like the 
way...” 

Non-Productive
(Neutral, Non-disruptive)

Contingency Contract-

-
erative, more productive 

-
ing commitment

Connecting what you 
want to what the student 

behavior more desirable

Motivators must be need 
fulfilling to be effective. 
This will vary from stu-
dent to student. Motiva-
tors must also appear 
accessible (immediate 
enough).

Avoid using conditional 
approval as a motivator.

Avoid depending on your 
students’ fear of your 
anger or power to moti-
vate their cooperation.

Counter-Productive
(Negative, Disruptive)

-

-
ing with cooperative, non-disruptive 
behavior

Might include:
access to positive 

ask student to stop, change behavior

through immediately.

Avoid warnings, reminders after the 
fact. Do not ask for excuses. Instead, 
ask what the student plans to do to 
correct the situation.

advice or solutions, making excuses or 
taking responsibility for the student’s 
problem.

the student, not the behavior.
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Risk factors include a tendency to:**

successes and failures

 others

and generate approval from others (which can 
manifest as attention-seeking, maintaining status 

“rocking the boat” 
 

if only the others and/or or “the system” would 
change

-
ies between self and other people

-
ies between self and job, self and others

shaming, blaming, complaining, manipulating, 
ignoring or dumping the problem on someone else 

success 

appearance, performance, others’ perception...)

apart if it weren’t for me.” 
-

tion to moral superiority and self-righteousness
-

ing inappropriate second chances, or fail to ask 
for alternate behavior (as for what we want)

-

or powerful
-

son’s feelings

deny that any of the above are personally relevant

These patterns can ultimately interfere with the 
your ability to:

-
promising your dignity or self-worth

your own values

Other contributing factors:

support people trying to operate in healthy, 
functional ways. 

Some assumptions on reducing risk factors:

even in unhealthy, unsupportive environments.

care of or support your needs, despite your 
enthusiasm, skills, dedication, or good inten-
tions.

-

professionally and personally, and avoid stress 
and burnout when they can create a support 
network for themselves, in social and profes-
sional environments.

responsibility for their own growth, rather than 
attempting to change or blame others.

-
er than coerced.

This information appears in 
Safe Schools and The Perfection Deception, by Jane 
Bluestein, Ph.D. (Health Communications, Inc.)

*At risk for lots more stress, frustration and conflict 
than you would like.

**We’re probably all guilty, to some degree, of all of the 
above from time to time. This list is simply a sample of 
the ways at-risk factors can show up in relationships. 
These patterns become problematic when they become typi-
cal of a person’s feelings, beliefs, and behaviors.

Are You at Risk?*
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Stressful or Painful School Experiences 
that can Compromise Emotional 

Safety* 
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What was stressful or painful about school for YOU

Creating Emotionally Safe Schools
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